MEDIA KIT

delivering your brand with

photos that last a lifetime!

(front side)

our

photo booth

….inside and out

built-in soft box flash

lighting is everything and our 160 watt diffused soft box flash makes sure no smile is
hidden in the shadows

professional quality photos

our high professional grade Canon DSLR cameras will capture your guest’s most
stunning and exquisite moments

bright white led lights

stealthily hidden behind our white soft paneling, we can make the darkest of rooms
bright and beautiful with our proprietary bright white led lighting designs

instant slideshows

our continuous slideshows attract the curious and the camera shy to view photos and
find themselves being a part of the fun and action

customizable touch screens

guests see not only your brand but themselves as they pose for their moments

sleek, stylish, brandable booth

our white beautiful constructed booths can be branded and wrapped from top to
bottom making this your brand, your booth, your show

rugged and portable

manufactured and designed to be durable, these break down to fly with us anywhere
in the world

instant gratification

patience is not in our vocabulary as all photos can be uploaded immediately for the
world to see

(back side)

social media

integration

social media access

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Emails, SMS… we have it all covered to spread the
message in real time

survey integration

prior to accessing social media, guests can be made to answer just a few questions of
your choice and we’ll collect all the data for you

export harvested emails

emails are collected and exported out to a file easily interfaced with your customer
relationship management software

Facebook likes

increase your fan base on Facebook with eager guests liking your company page
before sharing their photos

analytics

more data we gather for you, the better analytics you’ll have long after the event is over

instant ROI

your offers and promotions are attached to the shared photos and emails providing
additional opportunities to measurable results

additional brand ability

we’ll create a faceplate to go over our kiosks advertising your brand or promotion

guest experience satisfaction

every guest leaves happy being able to share their photos immediately with their
friends and family and returning to take more pictures

3D Bullet Time Booth
the crème de la crème of photo booths….
•

Made popular by movies such as The Matrix, a sequence of up to 11
cameras captures guests suspended motionless . Our specialized software
gives guests the 3D Hollywood effect in a digital boomerang GIF/MP4
output. Freeze time with this unique, branded product that will be shared
and liked by exponentially.

Optional add on features:
• PRINTS: Every guest can walk away with a physical print
immediately. The middle camera can be set to capture and print
onto a custom designed layout.
• MINI ADVERT: Add your own music / jingle and end the clip with
a 5 second full screen advertising/branding.

4 x 6 Print Sample

3D Bullet Time Video
(hit play button for preview)

3D Bullet Time Light Painting Video

Photos above are examples of sponsored / branded booths
(All photo booths are capable of being vinyl wrapped for your brand or
sponsor – additional $500 )

(hit play button for preview)

360° Video Booth
The Unforgettable Video Booth Experience
•

•

The 360-degree video booth offers an experience unlike anything you’ve seen
or been on before. It allows guests to step onto the platform and experience
an orbital moment.
Includes an audio branded GIF/MP4 digital output which guests can instantly
share their 360º moment on Facebook, Twitter or even upload to Instagram.

Snapshots360 Video

(hit play button for preview)

Snapshots360 Video

(hit play button for preview)

our additional line of photo booths
Mirror Booths

Selfie Ring Booths

Roaming Booths

…and so much more…
Green Screens

Animated GIFs

(hit play button for preview)

Hashtag Printing

Light Painting

Boomerang Video

(hit play button for preview)

SloMo Booth

(hit play button for preview)

brand activation

events

custom step
and repeat

slideshow
presentation

custom branding of
the photo booth

Increase exposure with a mini
social media brand placement

your brand,
your design

(hit play button for preview)

1 PHOTO - 4X6

1 PHOTO - 5X7

3 PHOTOS - 4X6

your brand, your message
various marketing styles
3 PHOTOS - 6X4
1 PHOTO - 4X4 WITH
TEAR-OFF COUPON

3 PHOTOS - 6X4
2 PHOTOS - 2X6

we captured their moments,
let us make yours last forever too!

